Contextual elements can fundamentally change the perception of an embedded target. A recently discovered masking effect, shine-through, allows one to investigate the precise dynamics of contextual modulation of the human visual system. In this shinethrough effect, a vernier precedes a grating comprising more than seven elements for display times as short as 10 ms. The vernier appears as a ''shine-through'' element superimposed on the grating. However, if additional single lines are presented above and below the grating, visibility of the shine-through element dramatically diminishes. Recent publications focused mainly on the spatial aspects of this contextual modulation. Here, we investigate its temporal characteristics. We show that contextual suppression can occur for context durations of 5-10 ms, even if contextual elements appear 100 ms before target onset. This contextual suppression is not due to the presentation of the contextual elements themselves since without the grating contextual elements exert only weak masking power. Only the combination of contextual elements and grating causes the contextual suppression.
Introduction
How the brain codes objects of the outer world is an open question and under heavy debate. While older models assumed that neurons ''respond'' only to the parts of a stimulus presented in their receptive field (e.g. Hubel & Wiesel, 1959; Marr, 1982) , the discovery of the non-classical receptive field has shown that neural coding is a more intricate matter. Elements outside the receptive field of a neuron, themselves unable to trigger this neuron, can still modulate the responses of this neuron to stimuli presented in its receptive field (e.g. Das & Gilbert, 1999; Hupe, James, Girard, & Bullier, 2001; Kapadia, Ito, Gilbert, & Westheimer, 1995; Knierim & van Essen, 1992; Lamme, 1995; Levitt & Lund, 1997; Li, Thier, & Wehrhahn, 2000; Macknik & Livingstone, 1998; Nothdurft, Gallant, & van Essen, 1999; Rossi, Desimone, & Ungerleider, 2001; Sengpiel, Sen, & Blakemore, 1997; Sillito, Grieve, Jones, Cudeiro, & Davis, 1995; Zipser, Lamme, & Schiller, 1996) . Psychophysical investigations showed that contextual elements can also change the perception of an embedded target (e.g. Banks & White, 1984; Bonneh & Sagi, 1998; Cannon & Fullenkamp, 1991; Caputo, 1996; Chubb, Sperling, & Solomon, 1989; Dresp, 1993; Ejima & Takahashi, 1985; Mareschal, Sceniak, & Shapley, 2001; Nothdurft, 1991; Polat & Sagi, 1993; Wehrhahn, Li, & Westheimer, 1996; Weisstein & Harris, 1974; Wolfson & Landy, 1999; Yu & Levi, 2000) . Therefore, to understand neural coding and visual perception, knowledge is necessary about more than the particular target under consideration since, obviously, the targetÕs context can play an important role. The shine-through effect is a versatile tool to investigate contextual modulation since target display times are short and perception as well as performance depend in subtle, yet reproducible, ways on the spatio-temporal parameters of the context (Herzog & Fahle, 2002; Herzog, Fahle, & Koch, 2001a , 2001b Herzog & Koch, 2001) .
Recent publications have investigated the role of the spatial aspects of contextual modulation in the shinethrough effect (Herzog & Fahle, 2002; Herzog, Schmonsees, & Fahle, accepted) . Here, we focus on temporal mechanisms underlying contextual modulation. We investigate the time course of contextual suppression by varying the duration or onset of the preceding vernier, the contextual elements, and the standard grating.
Recent advances in visual masking research have shown that masking can occur with sparse masks as long as target and mask are either presented parafoveally or deployment of attention is disturbed (Di Lollo, Enns, & Rensink, 2000; Enns & Di Lollo, 1997 Francis & Hermens, 2002; Gilden, MacDonald, & Lasaga, 1988; Sherrick & Dember, 1970) . The contextual elements used in this publication can be viewed as a such a sparse mask that is displayed in addition with a backward mask, the standard grating. By varying the stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) between the two masks, we will show that sparse masks can exert tremendous masking even in the focus of attention.
General materials and methods

General set-up
Stimuli were displayed on an analog monitor (HP 1333 A) controlled by a Power Macintosh computer via fast 16 bit D/A converters (1 MHz pixel rate). Spatial accuracy was below 1 00 . In all experiments a vertical vernier, offset either to the left or right, preceded a grating comprising 25 aligned vertical verniers (see Fig.  1 ). Except for offset, all spatial parameters of grating elements were identical to those of the foregoing vernier. Segments were 600 00 long and separated by a small vertical gap of 60 00 , so each grating element was 1260 00 from bottom to top. The width of elements was about 30 00 . The horizontal spacing between the grating elements was 200 00 . The preceding vernier and the middle element of the grating appeared in the center of the screen. The standard grating lasted for 300 ms in all experiments (except for experiment 3.5). With this set-up the vernier shines through the grating (see Fig. 1 ). This condition is called the standard condition and the grating is called the standard grating. In most conditions, contextual elements accompanied the grating. Contextual lines were 400 00 long and had no vertical gap. The vertical gap between these lines and the standard grating was 200 00 in all experiments. Four single contextual lines were displayed 600 00 to the left or right of the center of the grating above and below the grating (see Fig. 2 , left side, ''4 lines''). Subjects observed the stimuli from a distance of 2 meters in a room illuminated dimly by a background light (0.5 lx). Luminance of stimuli was around 80 cd/ m 2 . Luminance of the background was below 1 cd/m 2 . Before the stimuli were presented, a fixation spot was turned on in the center of the screen simultaneously with four markers at the corners of the screen for one second followed by a blank screen for 200 ms. Refresh time was either 5 or 10 ms.
Task
Subjects were asked to discriminate the offset direction (left versus right) of the shine-through element by pressing the corresponding of two push buttons in a binary forced choice task. Incorrect responses were followed by an acoustic error signal produced by the computer. In the experiments, we determined thresholds of 75% correct responses with an adaptive staircase procedure (PEST; Taylor & Creelman, 1967) . If the vernier itself is invisible or the vernier offset cannot be discriminated PEST offers increasingly larger offsets. In order to avoid extremely large offsets we restricted the PEST-procedure to a maximum offset size of the foregoing vernier of 300 00 (that is 1.5 times wider than the horizontal spacing between the elements of the standard grating). The starting value of PEST was 150 00 . If observers were unable to reach a threshold value within the predetermined offset range of 300 00 , we assumed invisibility of the vernier target and an offset of 350 00 was recorded.
1 Each subject measured every condition twice. Usually, the order of conditions was randomized individually for each observer to reduce possible hysteresis or order effects in the averaged data. After every condition was measured once, the order of conditions was reversed for the second measurements in order to at least partly compensate for possible learning effects.
For every observer, we aimed to find the shortest duration of the vernier for which shine-through just occurred. We aimed performance to be below 80 00 . This time is called the minimal time of an observer. For shorter durations, the vernier becomes subjectively invisible and/or offset discrimination strongly deteriorates.
0-10ms
Percept 10-310ms Fig. 1 . A vernier, presented for a short time, shines through a following grating if the grating contains seven and more elements. The shinethrough element appears to be wider, brighter, and even longer than it really is. For gratings with less than seven elements the foregoing vernier is hardly visible.
1 Three criteria had to be fulfilled to account for invisibility. Firstly, PEST had offered offsets increasing in a monotonic fashion. Secondly, an offset value of 300 00 had been provided at least once and thirdly, the hit rate for 300 00 had been below 75% correct responses. In ambiguous cases, the block of presentations was repeated. In general, PEST fails to compute a threshold value of invisible verniers of obvious reasons. In the rare cases a value larger than 350 00 was computed still 350 00 was substituted in order to avoid numerical dominance of this value in the averaging process.
Observers
The second author and graduate students of the University of Bremen participated. The other two authors verified the effects qualitatively, their data are not included. The students, naive regarding the aims of the study, were told that they might quit the experiment at any time they wished. After signing a consent form, visual acuity was determined by means of the Freiburg visual acuity test (Bach, 1996) . To participate in the experiments subjects had to reach a value of 1.0 (20/20) in this test at least for one eye.
One well trained observer performed the experiments with a segment length of vernier and grating elements of 300 00 instead of 600 00 to maximize sensitivity of the contextual effects. Due to preceding experiments, this observer had become overtrained with the standard size and therefore we used a shorter grating element size.
Results
Vernier timing: The longer the better
We start our investigation of the time course of contextual modulation in the shine-through effect by determining the influence of presentation time of the preceding vernier on performance.
Materials and methods
In the first part of the experiment, verniers were followed by the standard grating (Fig. 2, ' 'standard''), the standard grating plus four contextual lines (Fig. 2, ' '4 lines''), or else by a grating comprising only five lines (Fig. 2, ' '#5''). Verniers were presented for 10, 15, or 20 ms in all three conditions. All three subjects were well acquainted with the shine-through effect and its contextual elements. The minimal vernier presentation time was 10 ms for all observers.
In the second part of the experiment, seven less trained observers participated. Their minimal vernier presentation times ranged from 10 to 30 ms. A vernier was followed by the standard grating which itself was flanked by four contextual lines. In the first of these conditions, the vernier was displayed for the minimal time required in the standard condition. In the second condition, the vernier was displayed 10 ms longer than the minimal time. In the third condition, the vernier was presented for the minimal time and the luminance of the vernier was doubled. In the fourth condition, the vernier was presented for the minimal time and followed by an ISI, i.e. a blank screen for 10 ms. Performance was determined also in the standard condition, i.e. without contextual lines.
Results and discussion
In all three conditions of the first part of the experiment, performance improves if vernier duration and therefore vernier energy increases (see Fig. 2 ). An increase of 10 ms improves performance by about a factor of 2.5 in the standard condition (Fig. 2 , ''standard'') and improves performance even more dramatically if contextual lines accompany the standard grating (Fig. 2 , condition ''4 lines''). In this case, a display time of 15 ms lowers thresholds at least by a factor of 5 (this factor may be even higher because threshold values here cannot exceed 350 00 , see Section 2). A presentation time of 20 ms yields thresholds comparable to the standard condition presented for 20 ms. Gratings with five elements do not yield a shine-through effect. The vernier remains largely invisible and performance is strongly deteriorated for a vernier duration of 10 ms. Performance in this condition improves also with longer vernier presentation times. However, for a vernier duration of 20 ms performance seems to be worse with a five element grating than if contextual lines accompany the standard grating.
In the second part of the experiment, presenting the vernier for 10 ms longer than the minimal time improves performance as in the first part of the experiment (see Fig. 3 ). Performance level is roughly comparable to the standard condition. Doubling the luminance of the vernier yields a slightly better result than in the standard condition. Performance also improves if the vernier is presented for the minimal time but followed by a 10 ms blank ISI compared to when presented only for the minimal time (paired t-test for conditions ''mt'' vs. ''mt + ISI'' p-value: 0.0059). This result may be explained by a prolonged neural persistence. Energy in the condition with the 10 ms longer vernier presentation is comparable to the condition with doubled luminance for observers with a minimal time of 10 ms only. Performance in the ''mt'' condition of this second part of the experiment is better than in the previous one with the trained observers. This result is probably caused by the shorter minimal vernier presentation times for trained observers. Their mean minimal time is 10 ms whereas it is 20 ms for the observers in the second experiment.
Single contextual elements: Longer presentation times yield stronger suppression
In the following experiments, we investigate the time course of contextual suppression. The first experiment addresses the question which minimal duration of the four contextual elements produces contextual suppression.
Materials and methods
In the first condition, the vernier was followed by the standard grating, which was presented with four single contextual elements (see Fig. 4A ). In the second condition, the contextual elements were displayed with the vernieron, i.e. without the standard grating (see Fig.  4B ). In this condition the onset of the contextual elements was simultaneous with the vernier. In both conditions, the duration of the contextual elements was varied. The contextual elements appeared simultaneously with the standard grating but disappeared earlier than or simultaneously with the standard grating. Three observers participated. Verniers were presented for observerÕs minimal time, i.e. for 10 ms.
As a control, performance was determined for the standard condition and a completely unmasked vernier.
Results
Very short durations of the single contextual elements can strongly degrade performance compared to the standard condition. If the contextual elements are presented for only 10 ms averaged individual thresholds are elevated by more than a factor of 4.5 compared to the standard condition (see Fig. 5 ). Performance remains on this level of high threshold if duration of contextual elements increases. In the second condition, in which only the four contextual lines accompany the vernier, performance is only weakly deteriorates (see Fig. 6 with changed ordinate scale). 00 , the length of these lines was 400 00 . In Herzog and Fahle (2002) we have shown that shine-through strongly diminishes when these four contextual elements are presented together with the standard grating for the minimal time of observers. If no standard grating follows, the vernier itself is clearly visible (B). The exact timing of contextual lines was varied in the experiments. . Seven naive subjects were tested in the standard condition and in four conditions with the standard grating accompanied by four lines in order to differentiate between the influence of presentation time per se and target energy. In the first of these four conditions, the vernier was presented for the minimal time (''mt''), while in the second condition 10 ms longer (''mt + 10 ms''). In the third condition, the vernier was displayed for the minimal time but at doubled luminance (''mt(DL)''). In the fourth condition, the vernier was presented for the minimal time followed by a 10 ms ISI, i.e. a blank screen (''mt + ISI''). As in Fig. 2 , performance deteriorates when four contextual lines accompany the standard grating (compare ''standard'' and ''mt''). An increase of vernier duration of 10 ms (''mt + 10 ms'') improves performance as does doubling the luminance of a vernier presented for the minimal time (''mt(DL)''). Performance is better if the vernier is presented for the minimal time followed by an ISI of 10 ms than if the vernier is presented only for the minimal time, i.e. without ISI (compare ''mt'' and ''mt + ISI''). Please note changed ordinate scaling compared to Fig. 2. 
Onset asynchrony of single contextual elements: Simultaneous presentation masks strongest
We investigated the influence of onset asynchrony of contextual lines by using the shortest duration of contextual lines for which suppression occurred in the last experiment for each observer individually.
Materials and methods
The three observers of the last experiment participated. We used the duration of contextual elements for which a strong deterioration of performance occurred, defined as a deterioration by more than a factor of 2.5. For two observers this time was 10 ms and for the third subject 5 ms. Contextual elements were presented for this minimal duration with various SOAs relative to the onset of the standard grating. The standard grating followed immediately after the vernier and lasted for 300 ms, as usually. Performance was determined also in the standard condition and for an unmasked vernier. In a separate condition we varied the SOA of contextual lines displayed without the standard grating.
Results
Thresholds strongly increase for short onset asynchronies of the shortly presented contextual elements (see Fig. 7 ). Performance improves for larger onset asynchronies but is still reduced for SOAs of )100 and +80. The good average performance in the )120 ms condition is caused by the good performance of only one observer. The other two observers still show elevated thresholds at this stimulus onset asynchrony.
Only a slight threshold elevation occurs if the contextual lines are presented without the standard grating (see Fig. 8 ). 4A ). The lower part of the figure shows a schematic of the timing of the experiment. The x-axis shows the duration of the contextual elements. Even for very short durations of the contextual lines, performance deteriorates dramatically as indicated by strongly increasing thresholds. The horizontal line indicates performance in the standard condition. Fig. 6 . As in the preceding figure, the duration of four contextual elements, here presented without the standard grating, was varied (see Fig. 4B) . The x-axis shows the duration of the contextual elements. Performance for all durations is only slightly elevated compared to the unmasked vernier condition (horizontal line) indicating that the contextual lines without the grating exert no pronounced suppression. Please note change of the ordinate scaling compared to Fig. 5. 3.4. Onset asynchrony of single contextual elements: ''Transient'' and ''sustained'' aspects Contextual suppression occurs even for very short durations of contextual lines. We varied the onset asynchrony and duration of single contextual lines to investigate also ''sustained'' effects of contextual elements.
Materials and methods
For the two new observers and one observer who has participated in the previous experiments, we varied the onset of contextual lines. Lines always disappeared simultaneously with the standard grating which was presented for the usual 300 ms. Therefore, not only the onset but also the duration and energy of contextual lines varied. Performance in the standard condition was determined for comparison.
Results and discussion
The later the contextual elements are presented, i.e. the shorter their duration is, the more performance improves (Fig. 9) . For early onsets, e.g. )100 ms, vernier discrimination thresholds are higher with these ''longtime'' contextual elements than with those presented only for 5 or 10 ms at the same onset times (compare Figs. 7 and 9 ). This is to say that there is, in addition to the ''transient'' response investigated in the last experiment, a ''sustained'' response involved in contextual suppression caused by the longer duration and higher energy of lines.
Longer durations of single contextual elements plus standard grating mask more
Is suppression caused by the short durations of the contextual elements per se or by a combination of a long standard grating duration accompanied by shortly presented contextual elements? To investigate this issue, we changed the duration of both the standard grating and the contextual elements simultaneously. 4A ). The duration of contextual elements was either 5 or 10 ms (depending on observer). A SOA of zero denotes onset of contextual elements simultaneously with the standard grating. For SOAs around zero performance dramatically degrades while improving with both positive and negative SOAs. The horizontal line indicates performance for the standard condition. In the schematic (bottom) a SOA of )50 ms is depicted. Fig. 8 . If the contextual elements, with a duration of 5 or 10 ms, are displayed without the standard grating, thresholds remain on a constant performance level slightly higher than for the unmasked vernier (horizontal line), irrespective of SOA.
Materials and methods
We varied the durations of both the standard grating and the contextual elements simultaneously, i.e. both stimulus parts appeared immediately after the vernier and disappeared at the same point in time. The same three observers as in the previous experiments participated.
Results
With increasing duration of both the grating and the contextual lines performance degrades strongly and monotonically asymptoting at around 150 ms (Fig. 10) . For very short durations performance is better than in the standard condition. If both the standard grating and the contextual lines are presented for 5 or 10 ms thresholds are only slightly elevated compared to a condition in which only the vernier is displayed (zero duration in Fig. 10 ). However, thresholds are already more than doubled compared to the standard condition, if the grating and the contextual lines are presented for 35 ms.
Onset asynchrony of contextual gratings: transient aspects
Extended contextual gratings with 25 elements each (see Fig. 11A ) yield no significant deterioration of performance compared to performance in the standard condition (Herzog & Fahle, 2002; Herzog et al., accepted) . Contextual gratings deteriorate performance less than single contextual lines even though the latter are contained in the contextual gratings. Here, we investigate how changes in the timing of contextual gratings influence contextual modulation of the vernier target.
Materials and methods
The same three observers as in the experiments with single contextual lines participated. Contextual gratings were presented for a duration of 5 or 10 ms depending on observer as determined in experiment 3.2. Contextual gratings contained 25 elements including the 4 single contextual elements used in all experiments presented above. In the first condition, the standard grating appeared immediately after the vernier lasting for 300 ms, while the contextual gratings appeared before, simultaneously with, or later than the standard grating (see Fig.  11A ). In the second condition no standard grating was presented but only contextual gratings (see Fig. 11B ). We determined performance for the standard condition and the unmasked vernier as a comparison, respectively. This experiment is analogous to experiment 3.3.
Results
In both conditions performance changes only slightly if onset asynchronies vary. In the first condition, performance does not differ from the standard condition while in the second condition performance is comparable to the performance in the unmasked condition (see Figs. 12 and 13) .
Onset asynchrony of contextual gratings: ''Transient'' and ''sustained'' aspects
In order to determine the effects of prolonged presentation of contextual gratings, we varied the onset of the contextual gratings that disappeared simultaneously with the standard grating.
Materials and methods
We varied the onset of the contextual gratings. Contextual gratings and the standard grating disappeared simultaneously, i.e. there was no stimulus offset asynchrony. This experiment is analogous to experiment 3.4, except with gratings instead of single elements. The stimuli also closely resemble those from Fig. 12 , except for the duration of the contextual lines.
As a control, we determined performance if the contextual gratings were presented without the standard grating and for an unmasked vernier. The same three observers as in the last experiment participated.
Results and discussion
As with single contextual lines, performance improves gradually towards positive SOAs, i.e. later onsets and shorter durations of the contextual grating (Fig. 14) . Therefore, contextual gratings can be suppressive--if they are presented before the vernier and for a sufficiently long time.
If the contextual gratings are displayed without the standard grating performance remains at a rather constant level slightly above the performance level for the unmasked vernier (Fig. 15) . Fig. 11 . Stimuli as used in experiments 3.6 and 3.7. Verniers were followed by the standard grating accompanied by contextual gratings comprising 25 elements (A, B) . Contextual lines were always presented below or above the corresponding standard grating element. The vertical gap between standard grating elements and the contextual lines was 200 00 and the length of the contextual lines was 400 00 . Herzog and Fahle (2002) have found that shine-through is not affected when these contextual gratings are presented together with the standard grating--though these gratings contain the four single lines that strongly deteriorated performance in the previous experiments (A). If no standard grating follows, the vernier itself is clearly visible in spite of the contextual gratings (B), similar as with single contextual lines. The timing of contextual gratings was varied in the experiments. Fig. 12 . Variable SOAs between the vernier and the contextual gratings that were displayed for either 5 or 10 ms (see Fig. 11A ). The standard grating was presented for 300 ms immediately after the vernier. Performance remains on a constant level corresponding to that of the standard condition (horizontal line) for all SOAs except for the )10 ms condition. However, this result is caused by a high threshold of only one observer.
Discussion
Timing of contextual suppression
Subtle changes in the timing of the ingredients involved in the shine-through effect can strongly change contextual modulation.
A group of four contextual lines strongly deteriorates vernier offset discrimination when combined with the standard grating for a vernier minimal presentation time of 10 ms. If the vernier target is displayed for 15 ms, contextual suppression exerted by the four contextual lines almost ceases, i.e. performance is comparable to the standard condition for a vernier duration of 10 ms. Therefore, temporal and spatial parameters can be ''exchanged'' across conditions to yield comparable performance levels (Fig. 2) . For a 20 ms vernier duration, performance is comparable in both conditions (Fig. 2) . It is not the longer presentation times of the vernier--irrespective of masking--that improves performance since with a grating of five rather than the 25 elements thresholds remain elevated even for a 20 ms duration of the vernier.
If the standard grating accompanied by four contextual lines follows the vernier, performance improves when the luminance of the vernier is doubled (Fig. 3) . Performance in this condition is slightly better compared with when the vernier is presented 10 ms longer than the minimal time (a 10 ms longer duration does not imply a doubling of energy of the vernier for those subjects with minimal vernier presentation time above 10 ms). Performance improves also strongly when the vernier is presented for the minimal time and an ISI of 10 ms follows (see also Herzog et al., 2001a Herzog et al., , 2001b . This improvement of performance might be explained by a persisting (retinal) activity during the ISI. Future experiments have to clarify the exact relations between target energy, persisting activity, and the spatial configuration of the mask. (Fig. 11B) . Duration of contextual gratings was either 5 or 10 ms, depending on observer. Performance for all SOAs fluctuates around the performance level of the unmasked vernier condition (horizontal line), hence as in Fig. 12 , there is no significant influence of preceding contextual gratings on vernier discrimination thresholds. If four single contextual lines are displayed for only 5 or 10 ms, the preceding vernier, presented for the minimal time, is rendered almost invisible for most observers and performance deteriorates strongly (Fig. 7) . Thus, very short presentations of contextual elements, even shorter than the vernier duration itself, can be tremendously suppressive. If durations of both the grating and the contextual elements are increased simultaneously, performance dramatically deteriorates for longer durations (Fig. 10) . Durations of the standard grating and the contextual elements of 5 ms, however, yield a performance level better than in the standard condition. Thus, standard grating duration matters as well as duration of the contextual stimuli.
Similar influences of subtle temporal stimulus parameters on the shine-through effect exist also for more ''direct'' interactions. Subtle differences in the timing of the standard grating itself influence the emergence of the shine-through effect. For example, displaying certain parts of the grating 10 ms later than the rest significantly deteriorates performance (Herzog et al., 2001b) .
Physiology
Contextual suppression occurs for short vernier durations and is very fast since even masked contextual elements can exert strong suppression (Herzog & Fahle, 2002) . Our results may correspond to those of physiological studies by Knierim and van Essen (1992) and Li et al. (2000) showing that effects of contextual suppression are present already in the transient response of a neuron signalling the onset of the stimulus. Other electrophysiological studies, however, found contextual effects in the sustained response (Eckhorn et al., 2001; Lamme, 1995; Zipser et al., 1996) .
Subtle changes, in the range of a few milliseconds, in timing of the preceding vernier, the grating, and the contextual elements can exert dramatic influences on the emergence of shine-through and hence on vernier discrimination thresholds. These findings suggest that the human visual system is on the brink of its temporal resolution during this effect. Moreover, this brink is very narrow since some effects show quite non-linear characteristics. Fast competition between neurons might explain the results that can be described by a dynamical system with differential equations using balanced excitation and inhibition (see Ernst, Herzog, & Eurich, in press; Herzog, Ernst, Etzold, & Eurich, in press; Li, 1999) .
Masking
Our results contribute not only to understanding contextual modulation but also to visual masking research by merging techniques from both areas (see also Vidnyanszky, Papathomas, & Julesz, 2001 ). In our paradigm, the vernier target can be viewed as masked with two masks: the standard grating and the group of four contextual elements. First, we will show that the effects of these two masks are non-linear and, secondly, that the contextual elements can be viewed as sparse masks exerting masking also in the focus of attention.
Performance decreases only weakly if the unmasked vernier is accompanied by the contextual single lines alone, i.e. without the standard grating (Figs. 6 and 8) , and is better than in the standard shine-through condition. Therefore, contextual suppression cannot be attributed to the presence of contextual lines per se. Suppression is due to a combination of both the standard grating and the contextual lines, requiring a duration of the standard grating longer than 35 ms (see Fig. 10 ). This combined mask is especially powerful and cannot be explained by either of its parts. Thresholds rise by about a factor of 1.56 (s.e. 0.14) if the vernier is only masked by four contextual lines presented for 5 or 10 ms with an SOA of 0 ms, i.e. no standard grating is displayed (Fig. 8) . Masking the vernier with the standard grating alone increases thresholds by a factor of 5.62 (s.e. 0.86). However, masking the vernier with the Fig. 15 . Variable SOA between vernier and contextual gratings displayed without standard grating (Fig. 11B) . Contextual gratings disappeared after 310 ms. For all SOAs, but one, performance is on a slightly elevated level compared to the performance level of the unmasked vernier (horizontal line). If the contextual gratings appear with an SOA of 80 ms performance is at about the same level as for the unmasked vernier. standard grating and four contextual lines increases thresholds by a factor of 31.32 (s.e. 7.32, Fig. 7) . Hence, the strong deterioration of performance in conditions with both contextual lines and standard grating reveals a strong non-linear characteristic.
We next consider the time course of masking with the contextual elements alone, i.e. without the standard grating presented. In this case, the four contextual lines exert only weak masking (Figs. 6 and 8) . Therefore, contextual lines do not reveal a metacontrast masking characteristic which would require performance to deteriorate for SOAs roughly between 30 and 90 ms. This result is not surprising since the lines are remote from the vernier and do not share a common contour with it (e.g. Alpern, 1953; Breitmeyer, 1984; Werner, 1935) . Moreover, the stimulus array is centrally displayed and in the focus of attention, thus, no object substitution masking due to missing attention can occur (see Enns & Di Lollo, 1997 ). However, it should be noted that metacontrast masking can occur if the contextual lines are moved towards the vernier target and are presented for 300 ms (see Francis & Herzog, in press ). Moreover, the contextual lines do not reveal a common onset masking characteristic since without the standard grating performance decreases only slightly if the duration of contextual lines increases (Fig. 6) . In common onset masking performance fails to deteriorate when target and mask start and terminate at the same time whereas strong deterioration of performance occurs when the mask lasts longer than the target . In summary the contextual lines per se reveal only a slight masking power regardless of the time they are presented. However, the lines become surprisingly powerful if the vernier is followed in addition by the standard grating.
Thus, what kind of masking type occurs for the combination of contextual lines presented together with the standard grating? First of all, the shine-through effect reveals A-type masking, i.e. performance increases for increasing SOA between the vernier and the standard grating if no contextual elements are displayed (Francis & Herzog, in press) . Experiment 3.3 shows that varying the SOA of contextual elements in combination with the standard grating reveals also a typical A-type masking characteristic: performance deteriorates when the SOA between contextual elements and vernier (or grating) onset decreases both in forward and backward direction. This masking cannot be explained with some models of backward masking since, at first, there is no spatial overlap of the contextual lines with the vernier target--still no metacontrast, but A-type, masking occurs (see also Francis & Herzog, in press ). Secondly, the overall contextual energy of four contextual elements is lower than the one for contextual gratings whereas performance is better for contextual gratings. Hence, intensity based models cannot explain the results (Fig.   12 ). Thirdly, since the vernier target is presented foveally and in the focus of attention, no object substitution masking should occur . Therefore, our results show that sparse masks, such as the four contextual lines, can exert strong masking in the focus of attention if the target itself is, in addition, backward masked--even the sparse, contextual elements themselves have only a weak masking power. Reentrant models were proposed to explain masking with sparse masks in parafoveal vision or in conditions with distracted attention ; see also Francis & Hermens (2002) , and related response by Di Lollo, Enns, & Rensink (2002) ). In our paradigm, figureground-segmentation and object grouping processes may explain the results, that might be instantiated by lateral rather than by reentrant connections. No masking occurs for contextual gratings even these gratings have more spatial overlap with the target and a higher overall energy than the four ''sparse'' contextual lines. We suggested that these ''stronger'' gratings do not exert strong masking since they are grouped to an independent and coherent object (Herzog & Fahle, 2002) . This grouping might by be mediated by lateral connections (Herzog et al., in press) .
Four contextual lines accompanying the standard grating, even if presented for only 5 ms, can exert strong suppression that can be further increased when the lines are presented for long durations (Figs. 7 and 9) . Therefore, our results show that, in addition to transient aspects mediated by short durations of contextual elements, sustained interactions can occur (e.g. Breitmeyer & Ganz, 1976; Breitmeyer & Ogmen, 2000; Vidnyanszky et al., 2001) .
Whereas the timing of target vs. mask is of paramount interest in masking research, the influence of temporal differences within the masking stimulus is a much less investigated topic. As our experiments have shown masking a target with two masks can unearth temporal and spatial mechanisms that are hardly visible with other masking techniques.
